
due to the fact that the realization of your projects may vary of initial costs and demands, 
i created schematic overviews as guides for mutual understanding. have a closer look!

cost and project management
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CONFIDENTIAL WORKFLOW: COMPLETE DATA ANALYSIS AND NDA’s 
   

to evaluate your requests i will ask for datas to analyse what i need to solve 
and how i will use them. i treat all sent files very confidential and don’t share
them once estimations are solved nor when the project is finished and achieved.

TREATING REQUESTS: - a common briefing is needed to understand all your needs and requests.
        - by analysing your datas i can estimate all incoming preparations to do.
        - defining a general publication concept showcases additional costs + time.
        - considering a budget for the whole production reframes your investments.

      
COMPOSING OFFERS:    - my offers are based on 3 issues: technical / look development / execution
        - costs can vary, if during the work additional unregistered demands occur,
          in such cases i renegociate the budgeting-plan of the production with you.
     - during execution i inform you early, if processes reach their offered limits.
     - offers are calculated excl.VAT and may be extended individually.

OUR CALCULATIONS:

transparent cost evaluation

i inform you about your investments
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MY COUNSEL:      - by comparing generic and custom-made treatments, i can adapt the initial
       development and propose you efficient solutions to get your results in-budget.
        - by nature, i make a pitch estimation of outcomes and a plan of execution 
         i share with you. extra costs only occur if you decide to extend initial requests.
        - i communicate proposed options transparently according to price and time 
       expansions, so you are always aware of all additional costs arranged together.       
       
YOUR GAIN:    - get constructive advices before beginning with your project and it‘s production.
     - adjusting requests and expectations in order to get optimized results for you. 
        - aligning the intitial concept equally with the budget-plan and the feasibilities.
     - controlled costs-feedbacks during the steps of each production phase.

OUR PROCEDURE:

i optimize the feasibility of your projects

flexible adjustments of costs

CONCEPT CREATION AND PROJECT-DEVELOPMENT: COMPETENT COUNSEL
   

with over 10 years of experience with my tools and knowledge i can offer advices for 
the best suited results of your campaigns and how my work should be presented. 
by evaluating your budget-plan i can optimize my services and adapt your results.
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contact me if you need answers
...i would appreciate to respond to your requests and 
i‘m always motivated to share common goals with you.

...keine sorge, wir sprechen und 
verhandeln natürlich in deutsch.

...pas de soucis, je parle et
traîte vos projets en français. 

...for direct request, please call
my number +41 (0)78 923 93 73

...for more informations simply
contact me: id@faber-sum.ch


